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The "ESSNZ SLIM" design convinces with its light weight and slim form factor. (© tooz technologies 
GmbH) 
 
tooz technologies, a ZEISS Ventures company and leading provider of optics 
for smart glasses, proudly announces the launch of their latest smart glasses 
innovation concept, "ESSNZ SLIM," at Augmented World Expo (AWE) USA 
2023. The unveiling of the sleek and lightweight design takes place in Santa 
Clara, California, where technology enthusiasts and industry professionals 
gather to discover the latest advancements in AR. 
 
AWE USA 2023 in Santa Clara is the premier event for augmented and virtual 
reality, attracting global thought leaders, innovators, and investors from around 
the world. From May 31 until June 2, the exhibition provides an opportunity for 
companies to showcase their latest products and technologies, connect with 
potential customers and partners, and shape industry trends. 
 
The "ESSNZ SLIM" represents a significant evolution from previous smart glasses. 
Building upon the success of the “ESSNZ Berlin” design, tooz has meticulously 
refined and enhanced the functionality to create a uniquely light and slim solution 
that is perfectly tailored to meet the needs of end consumers. 
 



 

 
With a weight of less than 40 grams, the “ESSNZ SLIM” can be comfortably worn all-day long.  
(© tooz technologies GmbH) 
 
Designed with user comfort and style in mind, the "ESSNZ SLIM" smart glasses 
offer an unparalleled AR experience. A weight of less than 40 grams and an 
ergonomic design allows users to wear these glasses all-day long. Achieving the 
target of a sleek and minimalist form factor, tooz did not compromise to deliver 
one core differentiator: individual vision correction. tooz has again leveraged its 
state-of-the-art optical system, a curved waveguide with free-form surfaces and 
prescription integration, to guarantee natural AR experiences in future 
prescription glasses.  
 
"We are thrilled to introduce the 'ESSNZ SLIM' smart glasses to the community," 
says Dr. Kai Stroeder, CEO of tooz. "This concept provides the proof that consumer 
style expectations, medical-grade correction optics and visual augmentation can 
be realized in a valid product offering. With its sleek design and uncompromised 
functionality, the 'ESSNZ SLIM' will revolutionize the way smart prescription 
eyewear will look and feel." 
 
tooz will show the "ESSNZ SLIM" innovation concept for the first time at AWE USA 
2023 at booth #743. 
 
More information and image download: www.tooz.com/tooz-unveils-essnz-
slim-smart-glasses-at-awe-usa-2023/ 
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About tooz 
tooz technologies GmbH, founded in 2018 as a spin-off of ZEISS, is a B2B 
engineering and licensing company. With the mission to upgrade normal 
prescription glasses with digital virtual screens, tooz develops optical engines for 
cost-effective, unobtrusive turnkey smart glass solutions.  

For more information, visit www.tooz.com.  
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